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Abstract 

 
 

The k0-standardiztion method for an neutron activation analysis (k0-NAA), which 

is becoming increasingly popular and widespread, is an absolute calibration technique 

where the nuclear data – often bearing a high uncertainty – are replaced by compound 

nuclear constants – the k0-factors – which are experimentally determined. The k0-NAA 

method, which can analyse all kinds of samples without standards and/or reference 

materials, is at present capable of tackling a large variety of analytical problems when it 

comes to a multi-element determination in many practical sample objects. 

Under the RCA post-doctoral programme, from May 9th, 2005 through February 

28th, 2006, it was an opportunity to review the present work being carried out in the 

Neutron Activation Analysis Laboratory, HANARO Center, KAERI. The scope of this 

research included: a calibration of the counting system, a characterization of the 

irradiation facility, a validation of the established k0-NAA procedure. The k0-IAEA 

software distributed by the IAEA in 2005 was used as a demonstration for this work. The 

NAA#3 irradiation hole in the HANARO research reactor and the gamma-ray 

spectrometers No. 1 and 5 in the NAA Laboratory were used. 

 

Keywords: Research reactor, Neutron activation analysis; k0-standardization 

method; Reactor neutron spectrum; Gamma-ray spectrometer; k0-IAEA software. 
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1.  Introduction 

Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) was introduced by Georg von Hevesy and 

Hilde Levi as a method for a quantitative determination of the element concentrations as 

early as 1936, in which neutrons are used to activate the nuclei in the sample. All atomic 

nuclei in the sample have a probability of capturing a neutron. This probability is 

expressed in units of area and called the neutron capture cross section (σ). The neutron 

flux is expressed as an intensity per unit area per unit time (n.cm-2.s-1). Nuclei with the 

same number of protons but different numbers of neutrons are isotopes of each other, i.e. 

belong to the same element. The fraction of nuclei of a certain element that have a 

particular number of neutrons is the isotopic abundance (θ). After capturing a neutron, the 

nucleus may have become unstable, i.e. radioactive. The level of induced radioactivity 

depends on the number of generated unstable nuclei and the half-life of the radionuclide. 

When decaying at a later time to a stable form, it may emit γ-rays, each with a particular 

probability called the absolute gamma intensity (γ). The emitted γ-rays can be detected 

with a semiconductor detector with a very high-energy resolution. In the resulting γ-ray 

spectrum, the energy of a detected peak indicates what element was present in the sample, 

and the area of the detected peak allows for a quantitative determination of the amount of 

the element present in a sample. 

Based-on the above described process, NAA can be performed by a neutron 

bombardment of a sample to convert stable isotopes to radioactive isotopes. The usual 

procedure involves placing the samples to be analyzed plus a number of suitable standards 

into the neutron field produced by an isotopic or reactor neutron source for which the 

latter one with a higher neutron flux gives a much higher analytical sensitivity.  

A distinction is made between an instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA), 

where the sample is irradiated and measured directly, and a radiochemical neutron 

activation analysis (RNAA), where the sample is subjected to chemical separations prior 

to the activity measurement. RNAA is still important because of its very low detection 

limits, at the expense, however, of a multi-element capability. It also requires more labour, 

time and facilities than INAA. 
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The INAA’s main advantages when compared to some other trace element 

analysis techniques are: INAA is non-destructive, i.e. the sample need not be dissolved 

and the probability of a loss or contamination is therefore low; INAA is nuclear, i.e. the 

method is independent of the chemical and physical state of the sample; INAA is 

insensitive to low-Z elements, i.e. other elements in low-Z matrices can be determined 

with high sensitivities; INAA is linear, i.e. after a calibration at only one concentration 

level, the technique is accurate no matter whether ppm’s or percentages close to 100% are 

to be determined.  

In practical, INAA is based on an absolute, relative or single-comparator 

standardization method. 

- In the absolute standardization method, the physical parameters determining an 

elemental characteristic, e.g. σ, θ, γ and M (atomic mass) are taken from literature. For 

many (n,γ) reactions of interest, these parameters are not precisely known. Because they 

were determined by independent methods, thus their imprecisions will add up when 

calculating the amounts of elements, leading to large systematic errors of more than 100% 

in some cases. 

- In the relative standardization method, an unknown sample is irradiated together 

with a calibration sample containing a known amount of the element of interest. The 

calibration sample or standard is measured under the same conditions as the sample. The 

ratio of the net areas of the photo peaks corresponding to the element of interest in the two 

measured spectra is used to calculate the concentration. In this procedure, all the 

parameters except for the half-life of the radionuclide of interest are cancelled out and 

therefore they are of no consequence. This standardization method is still being regarded 

as one of the methods which has the highest accuracy for a NAA. But it is not suited for a 

multi-element analysis. It is impossible to put an individual standard for all 70 detectable 

elements that might be present in a sample in the same place as the sample during an 

irradiation. It is also virtually impossible to produce a multi-element standard containing 

known amounts of all these elements with a sufficient accuracy, homogeneity and stability. 

Sometimes, certified reference materials are used as multi-element standards. This is a 

dangerous practice, because reference materials are not primary standards - certified 

concentrations are often imprecise, sometimes even inaccurate. 
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- The single comparator standardization method makes a multi-element analysis 

with INAA feasible. Assuming a stability in time of all the relevant experimental 

conditions, standards for all the elements are co-irradiated in turn with the chosen single 

comparator element. Once the sensitivity for all the elements relative to the comparator 

element is known, this comparator element can be used in routine measurements instead 

of a separate standard for each element. The original single comparator method is 

expressed in the definition of the k-factors, which are experimentally determined by a 

coirradiation of a standard (index s) and a single-comparator (index c): 
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These k-factors, obtained from direct measurements, are usually much more 

precise than independent physical parameters obtained from literature data in the absolute 

standardization method. On the other hand, the measured k-factors are valid only for a 

specific detector, counting geometry and irradiation facility, and they remain valid only as 

long as the neutron flux parameters of the irradiation facility remain stable. 

The standardization methods have usefully contributed to many application fields 

of a NAA, however, they have also been prompted by the inconveniences in application, 

i.e. in the relative standardization, the experimental workload, the impossibility to 

quantify unexpected elements and the unsuitable for multi-element analysis; in the 

absolute standardization, the inaccuracy and inconsistency of the nuclear data; and in the 

single-comparator standardization, the inflexibility with respect to varying irradiation and 

counting conditions. 
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2. The k0-NAA method 

Through the years, many efforts have been spent to overcome the disadvantages of 

the above mentioned standardization methods. Generally, the required aspects for a new 

standardization protocol are: (i) experimental simplicity; (ii) high accuracy; (iii) excellent 

flexibility (with respect to the irradiation and counting conditions); and (iv) suitability for 

computerization. That is the reason so that the k0-standardization method for NAA (k0-

NAA), one of the remarkable developments of NAA launched in the mid-70s [3]. It is not 

a theory describing a physical phenomenon, but a protocol for calibration procedures. It 

has been developed as an absolute standardization where the unreliable nuclear data are 

replaced by accurate experimentally determined compound nuclear constants, so called k0-

factors, or as a single-comparator standardization which is made flexible with respect to 

the varying characteristics of the neutron spectrum and of the detector and the source-

detector configuration. In the definition of the k0-factor, the independence with an 

irradiation and measurement conditions is done, the k0-factor is expressed: 
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Which can be tabulated and published in literature as a generally useful parameter. 

Then, by converting k0,m(s) = k0,c(s)/k0,c(m), the coirradiated sample with monitor m, the 

analyte concentration can be obtained. 

Ideally, the energy distribution of the epithermal neutrons can be described by a 

1/E shape. In practice, a deviation from the 1/E distribution can be modeled by using a 

1/E1+α shape. In the k0-NAA method, the Høgdahl convention [1,2] was adapted to the 

non-ideal epithermal neutron spectrum shape by the introduction of the effective 

resonance energy Er , as a nuclear property, and α, as a neutron spectrum parameter. 

These, together with the method are based on well understood principles of a signal 

excitation and detection which can be physico-mathematically described in an accurate 

way. In view of the implementation of the k0-NAA method, the following topics are 

involved,  
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- The calibration of the γ-ray spectrometry i.e. energy calibration, peak width 

calibration, and particularly a detection efficiency calibration;  

- The characterization of the irradiation facility installed in research reactor which 

comes with the monitoring of α, f, fF and Tn;  

- The computer software of the k0-NAA method; 

- The validation of the established k0-NAA method by an analysis of the certified 

reference materials. 

The fundamental equation   

In the k0-NAA method, the concentration of an element in a sample is calculated by the 

following equation: 
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Where,  

 ρ - concentration of analyte a (in g/g); 

 Np - measured gamma net peak area (counts); 

 tc - counting time; 

 S - saturation factor; = 1− −λ ite , with ti - irradiation time,  

    λ = 
T 2/1

2ln  with T½ - half life; 

 D - decay factor; = −λ dte , with td - decay time; 

 C - counting factor; = ( ) /1 − −λ λcte tc , correcting for decay during  
     counting; 

 W - sample weight (g); 
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/

- specific count rate (s-1g-1) in which w - mass of irradiated element; 

 Sub m - coirradiated neutron fluence rate monitor; 

 k0,m(a) - k0-factor, =
m a a a

a m m m

M
M

γ θ σ
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0,

0,
 of analyte a vs. monitor m; 

 M - atomic mass (g.mol-1). 

 γ - absolute gamma intensity (gamma emission probability); 
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 θ - isotope abundance (fraction); 

σ0  - 2200 m.s-1 cross section (barn); 

 Gth, Ge - thermal and epithermal neutron self-shielding factors,  
       respectively; 

 f = Φth/Φe ratio; 

 Q0(α) = )1(
)12(

429.0429.00 eV
EE

Q

Cdr

α
αα α +

+
−

, where Q0 = 0

0

I
σ

, with  

     I0 - resonance integral, ECd - cadmium cut-off energy (=0.55eV); 

 Er  - effective resonance energy in eV; 

 α - expression for the deviation of the epithermal neutron distribution 
     from 1/E shape, approximated by a 1/E1+α dependence; 

 εp - full-energy peak detection efficiency. 

The k0-NAA method was devised in order to avoid the extensive calibrations that 

where previously needed each time a new irradiation facility was used for INAA.  

The adapted Westcott convention  

In the adapted Høgdahl convention, the capture probability per unit time is treated 

as the sum of the integral of the Maxwell-Boltzmann spectrum times the 1/v part of the 

cross section, plus the integral over the epithermal spectrum times the resonances. 
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This approach is valid only if the capture cross section is indeed 1/v in the thermal 

region, say below 0.65 eV. 

If that is not the case, the so-called Westcott g-factor [5] is to be applied to the 

thermal cross section. This factor is a function of the temperature T of the neutron velocity 

distribution. 
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The g(T) factor is defined by 
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and σ(v) in turn can be calculated with the Breit-Wigner expression and the known 

resonance parameters. The integral in the numerator can be evaluated numerically to 

obtain g(T) as a function of vT, which is directly related to T by 
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The integral in the denominator has an analytical solution 
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Where Er is the resonance energy, w is the FWHM of the resonance and σr is the 

magnitude of the resonance. However, the fact that the velocity distribution of the 

absorbing nuclei must be taken into account by an integration makes the integral a double 

one and rather time consuming to compute when fitting a T to the observed capture rates. 

So it was decided to enter g(T) values directly in the catalogue of nuclear data, taken from 

the literature. 

The calibration of the gamma-ray spectrometer  

The calibration of γ-ray spectrometer includes the energy calibration - relationship 

between the channels and the energy, a peak width calibration - variation of the peak 

width with the energy, and a detection efficiency calibration. The efficiency calibration is 

to calculate the relationship between the number of counts and the disintegration rate. 

This is the parameter of most significance in a practical γ-ray spectrometry. Its 

determination according to the methodology worked out in the k0-method goes as follows. 

First, a so-called “reference” position is chosen to count the calibrated point 

sources at a source-detector distance >10 cm, in order to make the true-coincidence 

effects negligible. After measuring the γ-ray spectra of the point sources, the peak 

detection efficiency εp is calculated by the following formula, 

p
CPS

A D Cε γ
=

. . .
 

Where  

CPS - counts per second of γ-ray peak of interest,  

 A  - activity of point source at time manufactured in Bq,  

 γ  - intensity of γ-ray emission,  

 D - decay factor, 

C - counting factor. 

The uncertainty of the efficiency is calculated as 

d dA dNε = +2 2( ) ( )  

Where, dA - uncertainty of the calibration source activity, 

 dN - uncertainty of the gamma peak area. 
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In principle, the uncertainties of the intensity of the γ-ray emission, half-life and 

counting time should also be included in the expression of “dε”, but the values are not 

easily available and their effect is usually rather small. 

Two practical notes in the detector efficiency calibration are that the used nuclear 

data should be ensured as a good quality and that the efficiency calibration sources have 

been ensured to be the same source and density as samples. Moreover, there are many 

factors which can contribute to efficiency calibration errors such as sample height 

differences, source density, pile-up, etc. 

In an actual activation analysis it is often inevitable to measure an extended 

sample close to the detector. Apart from a correction for the true-coincidence effects, this 

requires the introduction of p
geoε , a detection efficiency for the actual geometric 

configuration. 

In principle, experimental determination of p
geoε vs. Eγ could be performed by 

measuring a number of “coincidence-free” sources (109Cd, 51Cr, 137Cs, 65Zn, etc.), which 

should have the same geometry and major element compositions as the samples to be 

analyzed. The conversion of p
refε  to other counting configurations, including a correction 

for gamma-attenuation, is as follows, 

p
geo

p
ref

geo

refε ε= ⋅ Ω
Ω

 

Where, Ω  is the “effective” solid angle subtended at the source by the detector 

[18]. 

The total detection efficiency (εt) used for a correction of the true-coincidence 

effects, can be obtained from the peak detection efficiency as: 

t
p

P Tε
ε

=
/

 

With P/T = peak to total ratio. P/T is an experimentally measurable quantity, 

which is, for a given detector, depending on several parameters such as (in order of 

decreasing importance) the photon energy, the source-detector separation, the source 

geometry and composition, and the presence of absorbing and scattering materials (e.g. 
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lead shielding). The P/T ratio yields a straight line in a logP/T vs. logEγ plot, at least down 

to ∼ 170 keV. Furthermore, it was proved that the position and the slope of the thus 

obtained straight line are primarily dependent on the source detector separation, and to a 

smaller extent on the source geometry and composition.  

Table 1 shows an overall estimated uncertainty in common conditions for the 

analysis results taken by the k0-NAA method [4,6]. 

Table 1. An overall estimated uncertainty of the k0-NAA method 

Induced by Contribution 

k0 

Q0 
α 
f 
εp-measurement and conversion 
true-coincidence 

∼ 1 % 

∼ 1 % 
∼ 1.5 % 
∼ 1 % 
∼ 2 % 
∼ 1.5 % 

Overall (quadratic summation) ∼ 3.5 % 
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3. The k0-IAEA software 

The k0-IAEA software has been developed and distributed by IAEA. The software 

is divided into two distinct groups: The databases of all kinds of information required by 

editors and the main program with modules that performs computations. The 

SeriesManager and DataManager parts are invoked by the main software.  

Before beginning to use the program, one needs to understand a little of the 

information organization in the program and in the associated files. There are several 

kinds of information involved, and each kind is stored in its own way. Some information 

like radionuclide half lives, decay schemes and k0 constants, are never supposed to change. 

These data are all stored in the k0_IAEA\inaa_sys\catalogs folder. The IAEA will see to it 

that these files are updated periodically and new versions can be downloaded from the 

Agency’s web site when they become available. Some information like detector 

geometries, irradiation facilities and calibrations, are specific to the experimental facilities 

used. Also, certificates with known compositions of materials and calibration sources are 

best maintained at the local level. All this information is stored in the 

\k0_IAEA\inaa_sys\permanent_data.k0i. It is a wise precaution to make backups of the 

\k0_IAEA folder in its entirety, so it will be able to reproduce the old parameters. 

Edit permanent database  

When creating a new irradiation channel, make sure that an initial estimate is 

present for all the neutron spectrum parameters. Give this first estimate a date that 

precedes all your activities, for example Jan 1, 1900. Suitable numbers are as follows: 

Thermal: 4E+16, Ratio: 40, Alpha: 0.05, Fast: 2E+17, Temperature: 300 K. If the facility 

has already been characterized in the past with the k0-method, then use the numbers 

obtained. To create a new facility, click on the triangle-labeled part of the “Add” button 

and then select “facility”. Fill out the form and then repeat, but this time click on 

“characterization”. 

Some information is specific to a batch of samples, possibly all irradiated together, 

possibly considered to be a group because they all belong to one investigation, or because 

they are to end up in one report, or because of any other reason. It is up to the user to 

group the samples to batches that are called ‘series’. A series normally will consist of 

unknown samples to be analyzed, comparator samples (monitors), a blank and one or 
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more reference materials. Together with the associated spectra, all the information 

associated to a series of samples should be stored in a single folder with the same name as 

the series. The information that is specific to a series can be entered or edited with the 

Edit/Series database command. 

Edit series database  

The packing/unpacking actions are a part of the sample history. One could 

package an amount of sample material in some recipient, irradiate it, unpack it, repackage 

it in another recipient, losing some mass in the process, and measure it. On the other hand, 

one could put the original recipient (e.g. a polyethylene capsule) in a second recipient (e.g. 

a test tube) of a sample changer before counting. The first event in the sample history is a 

packaging event, since at this point the sample shape and mass are defined. And usually, 

the associated unpacking time is far in the future. The software expects the sample to be 

packaged in the innermost recipient first, and in the outermost recipient last. Unpacking 

must take place in the reverse order. The software allows for a maximum of five 

recipients wrapping around each other. Absorbers in between the sample and the detector 

can also be introduced as a (wide) recipient of which only the bottom dimension is 

important. The side-looking counting geometry cannot be used in this case. The solution 

is then to consider the absorber to be an integral part of the detector and measure the 

detector efficiency in the presence of the absorber. 

In briefly, 4 steps to implement the software are the following: 

− The first step when starting to use the program is to edit the permanent 

database: Input the name of the detectors, irradiation facilities, sample capsules, 

and material compositions. 

− The second step is to calibrate the detectors. 

− The third step is to characterize the irradiation facilities. 

− The fourth step is to analyze the samples and report them. 

The second, third and fourth steps all involve a series of samples and associated 

spectra by using the Edit/Series database command to create a series and samples every 

time. 
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Calibrate a detector 

In order to calibrate a detector, edit the permanent database first and enter the 

detector and its dimensions. Also enter the certificates of the calibration sources. It needs 

two sources: A source containing only Cs-137 and a standard mixed radionuclide 

calibration source containing an example of the nuclides: Am-241, Co-57, Cd-109, Co-60, 

Cs-137 and Y-88. The two sources must be measured with the detector, long enough so 

that the peak statistics in each main peak of each radionuclide are better than 0.5 %. The 

Cs-137 source should be measured at about 10 cm but the precise position is not very 

important. The mixed source must be counted at the precisely known distances from the 

detector. 

Now, a series of samples containing only these two sources can be created. Store 

the spectrum files in the series folder and use the Edit/Series database command to inform 

the software about the existence of the two spectra. Then interpret the single-radionuclide 

sample. A peak-to-total curve is calculated. Store the curve in the permanent database 

with Detector/Store. Finally, interpret the other samples, and a full-energy peak efficiency 

curve will be calculated, store the curve in the permanent database again. 

Interpret a selected sample  

If the sample is a calibration source, efficiency curves will be fitted as described 

here. The resulting curves can be inspected by using the View/Fitted efficiency curve 

option. The same fit, represented by showing how well the new efficiency curve 

reproduces the measured calibration spectrum, can be inspected by using the 

View/Graphical results. After the fitting, the fitted curve is converted to a curve for a 

point source located at the center of mass of the calibration sample (if the counting 

geometry was specified to be side-looking) or at the center of the surface supporting the 

sample (if the sample’s symmetry axis was parallel to the detector’s). This conversion is 

performed at a 0.5 % precision which may take some time. The difference between the 

curve for the actual geometry and the reference, point-source geometry can be seen by 

using the View/Efficiency curves for the spectra option. Finally, there’s information on 

the process and its results to be found in the log file and the View/Numerical results. If the 

sample is a comparator, flux parameters will be calculated depending in the Interpret 

Options settings. If the comparator is being reinterpreted, the results will NOT be 
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transferred to the maps of flux parameters unless the Edit/Map fluxes option is used after 

interpreting the comparator. At that point, the flux parameters to be used for the 

interpretation of the samples in the series are also calculated. If the sample is an ordinary 

sample, a blank or a reference material, all the spectra of the sample will be interpreted 

simultaneously. The flux parameters determined with the Edit/Map fluxes command will 

be used.  

The interpretation is performed in a number of steps: First comes the conversion 

of the efficiency curves. Using Monte Carlo techniques optimized for cylindrically 

symmetric counting geometries, the actual efficiencies for the current sample are 

calculated as described here. The precision for this is determined with the Interpret 

Options settings. By knowing the detector efficiencies, the sample history, the k0-

constants, radionuclide half-lives and the radionuclide decay-schemes, the program 

calculates what peak energies and areas are expected from each element. The program 

proceeds by checking the presence of each and every peak in the measured spectra. No 

matter whether the peak is observed or not, an upper limit for the amount of the element 

in question in the sample is calculated (if a peak was not observed, the upper limit is 

estimated from the continuum in the spectrum at the peak location according to Blaauw’s 

method [19], and automatically, so is the detection limit). By knowing these upper limits, 

every peak is checked again to see whether the element in question could have contributed 

to that peak significantly or not. A contribution is considered insignificant if it is smaller 

than the uncertainty in the observed peak area. Such insignificant contributions to peaks 

are dropped. What remains after all that is a system of linear equations, where the element 

concentrations are the unknowns and each peak represents an equation. This system of 

equations is solved by the linear least squares methods as described [20]. Not all the 

equations are linked by shared peaks: Each subset is solved separately. If the log-file 

option was switched on in the Interpret Options, a complete set of the equations is written 

to file.  

The results of these calculations can be inspected in various ways by using the 

View menu. They must explicitly be stored in the permanent database with the 

Detector/Store command. 

If the calibration samples have been counted on various detectors and in various 

geometries, it is alright to have all those measurements in one series. You just point out 
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which spectrum is to be interpreted before interpreting. It is a rather good idea to count the 

mixed radionuclide source at all the distances from the detector that you will be using in 

the future, to minimize the loss of accuracy that is unavoidable when efficiency curves are 

converted from one geometry to the other. Alternatively, it is possible to create a text file 

with old efficiency data, import it into k0-IAEA and fit the curves to those data. To do this, 

use the Detector/Import option in the main program. The program will then prompt for the 

detector and distance when the curves are stored in the permanent database. The data must 

have been obtained with point sources for this purpose. 

Briefly, several steps to calibrate a detector are the following: 

− Find or determine the detector dimensions: Receive from the manufacturer (or use 

specification sheet or X-ray photos) 

− Measure the peak-to-total ratio curve: Use one source emitting only one photon at 

a time (Cs-137) 

− Measure the full-energy efficiency curve: Use one or several gamma-ray 

calibration sources at a large distance from the detector or in the sample counting 

geometries 

− Test the efficiency conversion and adjust the detector dimensions 

− The k0-IAEA accepts a single data point for a peak-to-total calibration 

(Kayzero/Solcoi does not consider escape peaks or sum peaks, does not allow for 

an efficiency curve measurement in a geometry where a coincidence summing is 

significant) 

− So is applicable to well-type detectors. Also k0-IAEA allows for a determination 

of all ethe fficiency curves at various distances, so that an inaccuracy due to 

conversion calculations is minimized even when a sample and comparator are not 

counted at the same distance. 

 
Characterize an irradiation facility 

It will be necessary to calibrate a detector first. Then, create a series that contains 

lots of comparators that each will allow for a determination of the neutron spectrum. 

Interpret all the comparators with the Interpret all samples command, make a map of all 
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the results in the irradiation container space with the Edit/Map fluxes command, and use 

the Irradiation facility/Store flux parameters command to store the average values in the 

permanent database. These values will be used for all the subsequent irradiations in the 

same facility, until a new characterization is performed of course. All sets of parameters 

and their time of determination are kept, so that in future interpretations of samples, the 

right set will be selected by k0-IAEA. 

Comparators and flux parameters  

Four flux parameters are required in the k0-method to characterize an irradiation 

facility and the (n, gamma) reaction rates achieved in it. The first parameter is alpha, 

which describes the deviation from the perfect 1/E epithermal neutron spectrum. The 

second parameter is the thermal-to-epithermal ratio named f. The better the thermalization, 

the higher the value of f. The third parameter is the fast flux. The fourth parameter is the 

temperature of the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution that describes the thermal 

component of the neutron spectrum. Also, the meaning of some of the other parameters is 

slightly different than in the original k0-method.  

Irradiation facility characterization strategies - choice of a comparator  

It can be assumed that the fast flux and the thermal flux are proportional to each 

other in an irradiation container - both can vary quite a bit from day to day and from a 

point in space to point in space, but in the same way. Also, it can be assumed that f and 

alpha do not vary at all in an irradiation container, and not even from day to day. This 

means that it is pretty safe to only determine f, alpha and the thermal-to-fast ratio once in 

a while. The thermal flux however must be determined every time, with comparators on 

each side of the sample to be analyzed. A suitable comparator for a complete neutron 

spectrum characterization needs to contain a number of isotopes. A suitable mixture 

contains Au, Zr, Lu and Ni. To determine the thermal flux alone, any element can be used 

for which Au is popular in this respect. 

Map fluxes command  

This option becomes useful when the comparators in the series have been 

interpreted. By using the information on the locations of the samples and comparators in 

the irradiation container in the series database, the program fits polynomials to the 

determined flux parameters as a function of a row position for each column. The resulting 
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polynomials can be plotted by using the View/Select flux parameter to view and the 

View/Map of flux parameter options. The flux parameter value that will be employed for 

the current sample is also indicated in these graphs. The program identifies irradiations 

using the time, rabbit and facility. For each point in time, each rabbit and each facility a 

flux map as described above is made. If a sample has not been co-irradiated with a 

comparator, it must have been irradiated after the comparator, in the same facility, and in 

the same rabbit. The program will find the previous irradiation in the same facility and 

rabbit, and use the flux map made for that point in time for the current sample. If no 

comparator in the series has been irradiated in the same rabbit and facility at a time 

preceding the sample irradiation, the program will issue a warning and apply the flux 

parameters as stored in the permanent database. 

Since the comparators that have the right composition for this step are expensive 

and/or difficult to prepare, they can be re-used. Simply irradiate and count them again, in 

a different facility or at a later time in the same facility, and store the information about 

that in the same series as the first time. Point out for which irradiation to store the average 

parameters before storing them with the Irradiation facility/Irradiation of interest 

command. Of course, flux monitors need some time to decay before they can be used 

again. One half-life of the longest-lived radionuclide in the mix will be long enough for 

that: k0-IAEA corrects previous irradiations as long as all the information is contained in a 

single series. One way to create suitable flux monitors is by inserting different pieces of 

material into a single sample capsule, for example Al-Au wire, Fe foil, Zr-foil and Al-Lu 

wire. One may wish to separate these components again after an irradiation and count 

them separately, after different decay times. This is possible: In the interpretation of such 

(a set of) samples, it will be necessary to deselect the peaks of the elements not present in 

the spectrum under observation. This needs to be done only once for the set of samples, 

since deselected peaks are stored and reapplied on a per-spectrum basis. 

Deselection of the peaks  

Normally, because of the holistic approach implemented in k0-IAEA, all peaks are 

considered when interpreting the spectrum or spectra and calculation elemental 

concentrations. But some peaks are just too hard to handle sometimes. For example, the 

lead X-rays coming from the detector shielding are not meaningful. The same is usually 

true for the 511 keV annihilation peak. These peak energies are deselected by default 
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when a new series is created. Once a sample has been interpreted in the new series, these 

five peaks can be selected for use thereafter, and others can be deselected if so desired. 

Deselection means that the program sets the uncertainty in the peak area to a very large 

number in the interpretation process, and displays no discrepancies for these peaks 

afterwards. The list of deselected peaks applies to the series as a whole.  

 
Figure 1. Options for an Interpretation/Edit of the deselected peaks 

Whenever a peak has been selected or deselected, once you are certain that you did 

the right thing, all the samples should be reinterpreted to ensure that they were all dealt 

with the same way, and to make the reference material results useful for a quality 

assurance.  

If the samples in the series have been measured more than once, a list of 

deselected peaks is maintained for each spectrum. The deselected peaks are stored in a 

binary file in the series folder. The default list is stored in the \k0_iaea folder. If a 

particular set of deselected peaks is found to be useful again and again, one might 

consider replacing the original default list file with the customized list file. Remember 

that such custom lists are only applicable if the analysis procedure and the type of material 

are very similar! The analysis procedure must be the same with respect to the number of 

measurements per sample, the decay times, and the irradiation time. 
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Create a series of samples and associated spectra 

A series is created with the File/New command. Next, it is edited with the 

Edit/Series database command to enter the samples, sample classification information, 

sample packaging information, irradiations and measurements. 

New command  

Use this command to create a new series in k0-IAEA.  A series consists of a folder 

and data files in that folder. Select the parent folder and type the name of the new series in 

the Choose parent folder and the name of the new series dialog box. You can open an 

existing series with the Open command. 

Edit series database  

The dialogue-based editor for this purpose should be self-explanatory. The 

packing/unpacking actions are a part of the sample history. One could package an amount 

of sample material in some recipient, irradiate it, unpack it, repackage it in another 

recipient, losing some mass in the process, and measure it. Or one could put the original 

recipient (e.g. a polyethylene capsule) into a second recipient (e.g. a test tube) of a sample 

changer before counting. The first event in the sample history is a packaging event, since 

at this point the sample shapes are defined. And usually, the associated unpacking time is 

far in the future. The software expects the sample to be packaged in the innermost 

recipient first, and in the outermost recipient last. Unpacking must take place in the 

reverse order. The software allows for a maximum of five recipients wrapping around 

each other. Absorbers in between the sample and the detector can also be introduced as a 

(wide) recipient of which only the bottom dimension is important. The side-looking 

counting geometry cannot be used in this case. The solution is then to consider the 

absorber to be an integral part of the detector and to measure the detector efficiency in the 

presence of the absorber. 

Analyze samples 

Simply select the sample and interpret it with the Edit/Interpret selected sample 

command, or with the Edit/Interpret all samples command. Interpret all samples command 

tells the program to interpret all the samples in the current series. If comparators are 

present, these will be interpreted first. Then, the maps of the flux parameters are made. 

Finally, the ordinary samples, reference materials and blanks are interpreted. 
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Figure 2. Window for a Series Database Manager 

Report the results 

Use the File/Report command to create a report on the analysis results of the 

current series. First, you will be prompted to select a report template file, next the report 

file with the Choose folder and report filename dialog box.  

Custom report templates  

A customized report is produced by creating a new report template or editing an 

existing one. These templates are plain ASCII files located in the same folder as the 

permanent_data.k0i file and they have .k0t filename extensions. They can be created and 

edited with a simple word processor like Notepad or Wordpad. A few examples are 

already there to get you started. The template consists of the text to be included in the 

report, format specifications and location indicators. The format specifications specify 

how the numbers are to be represented, and the location indicators specify where in the 

text the numbers are to appear. Finally, there are some general settings to be used. A 

template file must always contain four sections: The first is the title page, the second is for 

ordinary samples, the third is for reference materials and the last is for blanks. The report 

is always saved in the standard .txt format. 
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Behind the scenes 

Solid angle calculations  

The solid angle calculations are Monte Carlo based. A random position is selected 

in the sample, and then a point is selected on a circle in the plane of the face of the active 

detector crystal, in such a manner that this circle is illuminated properly. The circle has 

the size of the detector face for small sources, but will have the same radius as the sample, 

should the sample be larger than the detector. The photon trajectory is drawn from the 

point in the sample to the face of the detector, and the probability of a detection is 

calculated. 

Peak-to-total and escape calibration - efficiency curves 

The efficiency calibration performed in the k0-IAEA package is a mixture of a 

method proposed by De Felice et al. [21], where one measurement of e.g. Cs-137 would 

be employed to determine the peak-to-total curve in its entirely, and then the Delft 

approach [22] is used for the efficiency curve fitting, by knowing the peak-to-total and by 

taking a coincidence summing into account. This procedure is expected to be stable and 

applicable in all or most counting geometries used in INAA. 

After a further investigation, however, it transpired that De Felice’s method sets 

the peak-to-total ratio equal to unity for all energies below 160 keV, so the (160,1) data 

point is given and it then uses one more parameter to determine the slope on an original 

scale of p/t versus E µf/µt, where the µ are the photoelectric and total linear attenuation 

coefficients of Ge. The more widely accepted approach where the p/t ratio is a linear 

function on a log-log scale of the photon energy could also be restricted to one degree of 

freedom by setting the (160,1) data point, however, from practical experience this appears 

to be way too high a value, and instead the (90,1) data point was taken. In the 

implementation, the user is offered the choice of using one or more sources for the p/t 

calibration, all of them necessarily being single photon emitters (meaning that Zn-65 and 

Co-57 are not allowed). If the user employs more than one, the (90,1) data point is not 

used. After that, he can use any mixture of radionuclies with a known activity for the full-

energy peak efficiency calibration. The polynomial used for the efficiency curve is Ray 

Gunnink’s, the approach used for the escape peak to full energy peak ratios was 

developed by Heydorn [23]. 
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Thermal self-shielding  

This phenomenon is almost completely handled as prescribed by De Corte. The 

elemental absorption cross-sections for this purpose were taken from the Chart of the 

Nuclides. The difference with De Corte is that the 2200 m/s cross-sections are multiplied 

by 2/√π before usage, in order to convert them to the Maxwell-Boltzman spectrum 

average [24]. 

By using this corrected absorption cross section, the total macroscopic cross 

section Σt is calculated by adding the scattering cross section Σs, and the formulas given 

by De Corte are used to calculate the first self-shielding factor f0 using Σt. Then, the 

scattering correction is applied with 
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As described in ref [25]. 
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4. Experimental 

The implementation of the k0-NAA method by using the k0-IAEA software goes 

experimentally as follows: (i) the first step is to edit the permanent database, input the 

name of detectors, irradiation facilities, sample capsules, material compositions; (ii) the 

second step is to calibrate the detectors; (iii) the third step is to characterize the irradiation 

facilities; and (iv) the fourth step is to analyze the samples and report them. 

4.1 Editing of the permanent database 

Run the k0-IAEA software, go to menu “Edit”, select sub-menu “permanent 

Database”, a window to be appear as Figure 3, select top-down menu “Certificates”.  

Select option “chemical elements” to define the certificates of the monitors and 

standard reference materials, in this work for the certificates/chemical elements “Au-

530R”, “Lu-Al”, “Ni-foil”, “Zr-foil”, “combi-1”, “combi-2”, “combi-3” & “combi-4” 

were created for the monitors of Al-0.1%Au, Al-0.1%Lu, 99.98% Ni, 99.8% Zr and four 

sets of monitors’ combinations, respectively. Select option “radionuclides” to define the 

certificates of the gamma-ray sources, in this work for the certificates/radionuclides 

“KAERI/Cs-137” and “KAERI/MultiSource” were created for the sources of Cs-137 (No. 

763-60-5) and Multinuclide (No. 1010-28), respectively.  

In the sub-menu “permanent Database”, select top-down menu “Detectors”, a 

window to be appear as in Figure 4. Input the dimensions of the detectors as shown in 

Table 2. In this work, two detectors were created “K1-7” and “K5-7” for the detectors 

ORTEC GEM-20180-P (Sys#1) and GEM-35 (Sys#5), respectively. In this window, click 

on option “Calibration” to switch to the efficiency calibration factors and the calibrated 

day for the detector (Figure 5). Figure 6 is a window to input the detector’s dimensions 

(sys#5). 
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Figure 3. Window of the menu “Edit/Permanent Database/Certificates” 

Figure 4. Window of the menu “Edit/Permanent Database/Detectors” 
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Figure 5. Window of the menu “Edit/Permanent Database/Detectors/Calibration” 

Figure 6. The input window of the detector dimensions (K5-7) 
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Table 2. Dimensions of the detectors GEM-20180-P (Sys#1) and GEM-35 (Sys#5) 

 Sys-1 Sys-5 

DETECTOR GEM-20180-P GEM35 
Cryostat configuration POP-TOP SV-GEM 

S/N 31-TP40176A 41-P11736A 
Diameter (mm) 58.8 57.0 
Length (mm) 37.0 79.6 

Top (mm) 0.7 0.7 
CRYSTAL 

Dead layer 
Side (mm) 0.7 0.7 

Diameter (mm) 68.74 66.94 
Thickness (mm) 1.27 1.27 Top cover 

Material Al Al 
Endcap to crystal distance 3.0 3.0 

Diameter (mm) 10.84 9.0 
Core 

Height (mm) 23.33 66.0 
 

 
In the sub-menu “permanent Database”, select top-down menu “Facilities” to 

define the irradiation facilities, a window appears as in Figure 7. In this work, a facility 

“NAA#3” was created to store neutron spectrum parameters after characterizing. A day 

before a characterization of an irradiation facility should be created with assummed 

preliminary parameters. 

The experimental determination of the vacuum gap and the dead-layer thickness is 

essential for the use of the efficiency computation technique. The count-rate ratio of the 

measurements on the reference position and a position closer to a detector is used to check 

the efficiency conversion for a different position carried out by this program. 

In the sub-menu “permanent Database”, select top-down menu “Recipients” to 

define the used vials, a window appears as in Figure 8. In this work, a recipient “Kor_F” 

was created for the vial type F.  

When editing the permanent database is finished, it is time to go to the calibration 

of the detectors, characterization of the irradiation facilities, analysis of the samples and a 

reporting of the results as presented in the next parts. 
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Figure 7. Window of the menu “Edit/Permanent Database/Facilities” 

Figure 8. Window of the menu “Edit/Permanent Database/Recipients” 
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4.2 Calibration of the γ-ray spectrometers 

The first step is to edit the permanent database and enter the detector and its 

dimensions as described above. Also enter the certificates of the calibration sources. It 

needs two sources: A source containing only Cs-137 and a standard mixed radionuclide 

calibration source containing an example of the nuclides: Am-241, Co-57, Cd-109, Co-60, 

Cs-137 and Y-88. The two sources must be measured with the detector, long enough so 

that the peak statistics in each main peak of each radionuclide are better than 0.5%. The 

Cs-137 source should be measured at about 10 cm but the precise position is not very 

important. The mixed source must be counted at the precisely known distances from the 

detector. 

Now, a series of samples containing only these two sources can be created (Figure 

9). Store the spectrum files in the series folder and use the Edit/Series database command 

to inform the software about the existence of the two spectra. Then interpret the single-

radionuclide sample, i.e. Cs-137 source. A peak-to-total curve is calculated. Store the 

curve in the permanent database with Detector/Efficiency/Store. Finally, interpret the 

other samples, and a full-energy peak efficiency curve will be calculated, store the curve 

in the permanent database again. 

Choose the “reference” position where the source-detector distance is 

recommended at > 100 mm for which the true-coincidence effects are negligible. For a 

measurement of the full-energy peak detection efficiency (εp) at the selected “reference” 

position, the calibrated point sources are commercially available. Table 4.2 shows the 

nuclear data of the used point sources in this work, i.e. Cs-137 (Source No. 763-60-5) and 

Multinuclide (Source No. 1010-28 containing Am-241, Cd-109, Co-57, Te-123m, Cr-51, 

Sn-113, Sr-85, Cs-137, Co-60 and Y-88). 
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Table 3. The nuclear data of the used point-sources (Cs-137 and Multinuclide). 

Isotope Products Laboratories, 24937 Avenue Tibbitts, Valencia, California 91355 

Certificate of Calibration Gamma Standard Source 
Radionuclide: Cs-137, Source No. 763-60-5, Ref date: 15-Nov-2001, 12:00 PST 

Contained Radioactivity: 0.9884 µCi (36.57 kBq), Active Diameter/Volume: 3 mm 

No 

Gamma 
ray 

Energy 
(keV) 

Nuclide 
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Half-life 
 

Branchin
g Ratio 

(%) 

Activit
y (µCi)

Gamma
s per 

second 

Total 
Uncert.

1 661.62 Cs-137 30.17 ± 0.16 y 85.1 0.9884 31121.8 3.1% 

Certificate of Calibration Multinuclide Standard Source 
Source No. 1010-28, Ref date: 1-Sep-2003, 12:00 PST 

Total Radioactivity: 1.070 µCi (39.59 kBq), Active Diameter/Volume: 3 mm 

1 59.54 Am-241 432.17 ± 0.66 y 36.0 0.03168 422.0 3.2% 

2 88.04 Cd-109 462.6 ± 0.7 d 3.63 0.2928 393.3 3.3% 

3 122.07 Co-57 271.79 ± 0.09 d 85.6 0.01171 370.9 3.3% 

4 159.00 Te-123m 119.7 ± 0.1 d 84.0 0.01441 447.9 3.2% 

5 320.07 Cr-51 27.706 ± 0.007 d 9.86 0.3761 1372 3.2% 

6 391.71 Sn-113 115.09 ± 0.04 d 64.89 0.05572 1338 3.1% 

7 513.99 Sr-85 64.849 ± 0.004 d 98.4 0.07054 2568 3.1% 

8 661.62 Cs-137 30.17 ± 0.16 y 85.1 0.04864 1532 3.1% 

9 898.02 Y-88 106.630 ± 0.025d 94.0 0.1111 3864 3.1% 

10 1173.22 Co-60 5.272 ± 0.001 y 99.86 0.05747 2123 3.1% 

11 1332.51 Co-60 5.272 ± 0.001 y 99.98 0.05747 2126 3.1% 

12 1836.01 Y-88 106.630 ± 0.025 d 99.36 0.1111 4084 3.1% 
 

In order to obtain reliable results, one should make use of a source support with 

centering rings or other means enabling an easy and reproducible positioning of the 

sources versus the detector and for which the distance from the source to the detector 

housing can be accurately measured. Preferably, this support - or at least parts of it 

interposed between the source and the detector - should be made of a material with a 

small gamma-attenuation (e.g. plexiglass), and the interposed layers should be well-

characterized with respect to the composition, density and thickness in view of the 

detection efficiency conversion. 
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The collected γ-ray spectra have been processed by the ORTEC GammaVision 

software, a ROI peak file (.OMT) or a full spectrum data file (.GVT) created and saved in 

the same folder of the spectra. Then the detection efficiency values for energies ranging 

from 55 ∼ 3500 keV and the corresponding accuracies are obtained by interpreting the k0-

IAEA software. The external efficiency data are also possible to apply by an inputting or 

reading from a file into the software for use. Figures 10 and 11 show the full-energy 

efficiency, p/t ratio and escape ratios curves of detectors Sys#1 and Sys#5 at a 130 mm 

source-detector distance (K1-7 and K5-7). 

Figure 9. Window of the menu “Edit/Series Database/Samples” 
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Figure 10. Full-energy efficiency, peak-to-total ratio and escape ratio curves (K1-7) 
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Figure 11. Full-energy efficiency, peak-to-total ratio and escape ratio curves (K5-7) 

 

As mentioned in the previous parts of this section, in the k0-technique (or any 

absolute method showing versatility with respect to the counting conditions), a correction 

for the true-coincidence (tc) effects should be performed. Figures 10 and 11 showed that 

the tc correction factors change from 1.0 for energies ≤ 661.6keV, ≈ 0.994 for energies ≥ 

661.6keV for Sys#1 and from 1.0 for energies 59.5 ∼ 661.6keV, 0.999 for energies 898.0 

∼ 1332.5keV and 0.996 for energy 1836.1keV for Sys#5. The z-score values of the fitted 

efficiencies were less than |2| for energies > 59.5keV, except at 59.5 keV the z-score was 

–5 for Sys#1 and all the z-score values were less than |1| for Sys#5. 
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4.3 Characterization of the NAA#3 irradiation hole 

The reactor neutron spectrum parameters considered for the corrections in the k0-

NAA method are the deviation of the epithermal neutron flux distribution from the ideal 

1/E law approximated by a 1/E1+α shape (α), the ratio of the thermal-to-epithermal 

neutron flux (f), the ratio of the thermal-to-fast neutron flux (fF) to evaluate the 

interferences by threshold reactions [26], and the neutron temperature (Tn) used for the 

nuclides with a Westcott g-factor different from unity [27]. These parameters change 

according to the reactor configuration and the irradiation hole position. Therefore, their 

determination is required when applying the k0-NAA method. The arrangement of the 

irradiation holes in the HANARO reactor is shown in Figure 12.  

 
Figure 12. Location of the NAA#3 irradiation hole in HANARO research reactor 
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The selection of some suitable monitors is based on their physical feature i.e. 

metallic or alloyed foils and wires with rE ranging from low to high to check the linearity 

of the curve, thus proving that α is constant over the whole epithermal neutron energy 

region in the reactor position under consideration. Table 4 shows a list of some suitable 

monitors and the relevant nuclear data that were used in this work. 

Table 4. The irradiation, decay and counting times for the monitors 
 

Irradiation time 
(sample weight) 

Decay  
time 

Counting  
time 

Measured radionuclides 
(T1/2, gamma-ray keV) 

∼ 3-5h 
0.5-1h for each 

1h for 
combination 

65Ni (2.5h, 366.3, 1115.5, 
1481.8) 

176mLu (3.6h, 88.4 keV) 

∼ 1d 
1-2h for each 

2h for 
combination 

97Zr (16.7h, 743.4 keV) 
97Nb (16.7h, 657.9 keV) 

1 min  
in NAA#3 hole 

Wire of Al-0.1%Au 
& Al-0.1%Lu (∼5mg)  

Foil of Zr & Ni 
(∼10mg) 

∼ 3d 
0.5-3h for each 

5h for 
combination 

198Au (2.7d, 411.8 keV) 
177Lu (6.7d, 112.9, 208.4 keV) 

95Zr (64d, 756.7 keV) 
95Nb (64d, 765.8 keV) 

58Co (70.8d, 810.8 keV) 
 

The monitors to be measured are the following: After a decay time of 3-5 h, 

monitors Ni, Lu & Au to be counted each of 1,800s, 1,800s & 300s, respectively. Then, 

combine 4 monitors into one sample and measure for 3,600s. After a decay time of 1 d, 

monitor Zr to be counted alone for 3,600 – 7,200 sec. Then, combine 4 monitors into one 

sample and measure for 7,200 sec. After decay time of 3 d, monitors Au, Zr, Ni & Lu to 

be counted each of 1,800 – 10,800 sec. Then, combine 4 monitors into one sample and 

measure for 18,000 sec. The monitors were counted in the combined sample with 

different decay times. 

The measurements were performed on a γ-ray spectrometers coupled to the 

ORTEC GEM-20180-P (Sys#1) and GEM-35 (Sys#5) detectors, respectively, with an 8K-

channel analyzer by using GammaVision version 5.1 software. Table 5 shows the results 

of the neutron spectrum parameters in the NAA#3 irradiation hole at the HANARO 

research reactor. 

The results of the determination of the neutron spectrum parameters in which the 

α, f, fF and Tn values vary considerably from 9% to 27% (according to irradiations). 
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However, the variation has not really affected the final result of the calculation of the 

concentration because the error propagation of the parameters is in an indirect way. It is 

an important impact for parameters that the error propagation is in a direct way, i.e. the 

thermal neutron flux Φth. Therefore, as shown in Table 5, the Φth is rather stable with a 

variation of only about 1%. The overall error of the neutron spectrum parameters being 

able to contribute to the concentration result is about 1-3.5%.  

Table 5. Neutron spectrum parameters of the NAA#3 irradiation hole of the HANARO 

research reactor 

Parameters Mean* ± SD* 

Φth (m-2·s-1) 1.252 × 1018 ± 1.258 × 1016 

Tn (K) 291 ± 6 

f  94.4 ± 9.8 

α 0.136 ± 0.052 

Φf (m-2·s-1) 9.274 × 1015 ± 1.237 × 1015 

 
*Notes: Mean and standard deviation (SD) values were obtained from three 

independent determinations; the neutron parameters shown by k0-IAEA software are in 

the order and the units as displayed, i.e. neutron fluxes in unit of n.m-2.s-1, temperature in 

K (291K ≈ 18oC). 

The neutron spectrum parameters calculated by the k0-IAEA in comparison with 

those ones calculated by the traditional way described in previous works [29,30] are of 

0.88, 1.12, 0.96, 0.90 and 0.99 for α, f, fF, Tn and Φth, respectively.  

Finally, as for the conclusion of the section on the characterization of a reactor 

neutron spectrum, determination of α, f, fF and Tn to support the k0-NAA method should 

be carried out before applying the method upon the reactor configuration taking a change.  
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4.4 Validation of the established k0-NAA method 

In this section, the determination of the elemental concentration in the certified 

reference materials (CRMs) namely SMELS Type I, II & III and Soil (NIST-SRM-2586) 

has been carried out by using the k0-IAEA software. The SMELS is a synthetic multi-

element standards developed by IRMM and INW (Belgium) for a validation of the k0-

NAA method. SMELS in fact consists of three types of spiked polymer matrix which can 

be used for short-, medium- and long-lived radionuclides. In previous studies, the 

homogeneity and stability of the SMELS have been proven. The characterization of the 

SMELS has been carried out by INAA involving different laboratories. Now, the SMELS 

is available for the validation of new users of k0-NAA or for a validation of new software 

packages such as the IAEA-software. 

The irradiation-decay-counting times for the CRMs along with the sample weight 

ranges are listed in Table 6. 

Table 6. Irradiation-decay-counting times along with the sample weights for the CRMs 

Irradiation time 
(sample weight) 

Decay  
time 

Counting 
time Measured radionuclides 

∼ 15min 300s 
27Mg, 28Al, 49Ca, 52V, 

 66Cu, 128I 1s for SMELS  
Type I & SRM-2586  

(50 ∼ 100mg) ∼ 1h 1800s 
24Na, 42K, 38Cl, 56Mn, 

 80Br, 134mCs, 139Ba, 165Dy 

∼ 2d 6,000s 
24Na, 42K, 69mZn, 76As, 82Br, 

99mTc, 122Sb, 140La, 142Pr, 143Ce, 
153Sm, 175Yb, 198Au 1min for SMELS 

Type I, II, III and 
SRM-2586 

(100 ∼ 200mg) ∼ 5d 40,000s 

46Sc, 47Sc, 51Cr, 59Fe, 60Co, 
 65Zn, 75Se, 85Sr, 86Rb, 95Zr, 
114mIn, 124Sb, 131Ba, 134Cs, 
141Ce, 152Eu, 160Tb, 169Yb, 

170Tm, 198Au, 233Pa 
 

The samples were prepared by weighing three amounts for each sample of 

approximately 100 mg of the CRMs in high pure polyethylene vials. It has been 

experimentally verified that although the high pure vials used for the samples, but this 

experiment was carried out by transferring the samples to new vials after an irradiation. 

Because the k0-IAEA software is able to correct the sample geometry effect, so the height 

of each sample in the vials ranged from 1.5 ∼ 5.0 mm (using vial type F). 
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The results of the elemental concentration (mg/kg) determined by the k0-IAEA 

software in a comparison with the certified values of SMELS Type I, II & III and NIST-

SRM-2586 are shown in Tables 7 – 10, respectively. The results are presented as mean 

values obtained from three independent determinations.  

Table 7. The comparison of the results of the elemental concentration in SMELS Type I 

Element Certified ± Unc. K0-IAEA ± Unc. K0/Certified U-score 

Au 82.7 ± 1.7 80.7 ± 0.1 0.98 1.2 
Cl 4330 ± 170 4501 ± 96 1.04 0.9 
Cs 897 ± 37 854 ± 52 0.95 0.7 
Cu 3930 ± 120 3919 ± 72 1.00 0.1 
I 152 ± 5 153 ± 7 1.01 0.2 

La 265 ± 10 258 ± 1 0.97 0.7 
Mn 113.9 ± 3.3 113.3 ± 2.0 1.00 0.1 
V 39 ± 1.6 38 ± 0.7 0.96 0.8 

 

Table 8. The comparison of the results of the elemental concentration in SMELS Type II 

Element Certified ± Unc. K0-IAEA ± Unc. K0/Certified U-score 

As 92.3 ± 3.6 94.6 ± 0.7 1.03 0.64 
Au 3.93 ± 0.07 3.78 ± 0.03 0.96 1.93 
Br 157 ± 5 155 ± 1 0.99 0.33 
Ce 15600 ± 800 15453 ± 52 0.99 0.18 
Mo 5170 ± 250 5183 ± 32 1.00 0.05 
Pr 1193 ± 37 1196 ± 11 1.00 0.07 
Sb 172 ± 8 171 ± 1 1.00 0.08 
Th 3670 ± 180 3679 ± 9 1.00 0.05 
Yb 187 ± 10 191 ± 1 1.02 0.43 
Zn 6570 ± 200 6493 ± 219 0.99 0.26 

 

Table 9. The comparison of the results of the elemental concentration in SMELS Type III 

Element Certified ± Unc. K0-IAEA ± Unc. K0/Certified U-score 

Au 0.901 ± 0.016 0.907 ± 0.005 1.01 0.34 
Co 24.3 ± 0.33 25.2 ± 0.39 1.04 1.82 
Cr 86.7 ± 2.6 84.6 ± 2.4 0.98 0.59 
Cs 20.80 ± 0.34 20.4 ± 0.34 0.98 0.91 
Fe 8200 ± 190 8419 ± 155 1.03 0.89 
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In 462 ± 19 450 ± 8 0.97 0.57 
Sb 51.2 ± 1.3 50.6 ± 0.5 0.99 0.46 
Sc 1.140 ± 0.031 1.196 ± 0.019 1.05 1.56 
Se 131 ± 6 136 ± 2 1.04 0.79 
Sr 8150 ± 200 8299 ± 182 1.02 0.55 
Th 26.2 ± 0.9 26.4 ± 0.3 1.01 0.21 
Tm 23.3 ± 0.7 24.1 ± 0.7 1.03 0.80 
Yb 20.7 ± 0.5 21.4 ± 0.1 1.04 1.44 
Zn 618 ± 11 638 ± 16 1.03 1.07 
Zr 4580 ± 100 4663 ± 4 1.02 0.83 

 

Table 10. The comparison of the results of the elemental concentration in NIST-SRM-

2586 (Soil) 

Element Certified ± Unc. K0-IAEA ± Unc. K0/Certified U-score 

Al 66520 ± 760 66053 ± 261 0.99 0.58 
As 8.7 ± 1.5 9.0 ± 0.2 1.03 0.18 
Ba 413 ± 18 428 ± 32 1.04 0.42 
Ca 22180 ± 540 21137 ± 192 0.95 0.91 
Ce 58 ± 8 56 ± 1 0.97 0.25 
Co (35) ± 1.6 33 ± 0.2 0.94 1.37 
Cr 301 ± 45 296 ± 2 0.98 0.10 
Dy (5.4) ± 0.3 6.0 ± 0.2 1.12 1.73 
Eu (1.5) ± 0.03 1.4 ± 0.1 0.90 1.43 
Fe 51610 ± 890 50323 ± 859 0.98 1.04 
Ho (1.1) ± 0.02 1.0 ± 0.1 0.93 0.51 
K 9760 ± 180 9135 ± 155 0.94 2.63 
La 29.7 ± 4.8 29.1 ± 0.5 0.98 0.12 
Mg 17070 ± 840 17245 ± 662 1.01 0.16 
Mn 1000 ± 18 973 ± 2 0.97 1.49 
Na 4680 ± 730 4630 ± 5 0.99 0.07 
Sc (24) ± 1.2 23.2 ± 0.03 0.97 0.67 
Sm (6.1) ± 0.1 6.0 ± 0.1 0.98 0.68 
Tb (0.9) ± 0.02 0.9 ± 0.04 0.97 0.64 
Th (7) ± 0.1 7 ± 0.1 1.01 0.64 
Ti 6050 ± 660 6431 ± 384 1.06 0.50 
V (160) ± 1.5 158 ± 3 0.99 0.50 

Yb 2.64 ± 0.51 2.61 ± 0.12 0.99 0.05 
Zn 352 ± 16 362 ± 5 1.03 0.58 

*Notes: The numbers in parenthesis are non-certified values 
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5. Results and discussion 

The analytical results were evaluated by creating a ratio of the experimental to 

certified values with the experimental results obtained from three independent 

measurements. Figures 13 - 16 show the comparisons of the experimental results with the 

certified values expressed in the vertical axis; the horizontal axis indicates the determined 

elements along with the corresponding nuclides. The Y-uncertainty bars indicate the u-

score values divided by 10. The u-score is a quantity assessing agreement between the 

experimental result and the certified value by taking into account the uncertainties. It is 

defined as: 

22
ce

ce cc
scoreu

σσ +

−
=−

 
Where ce and cc are the experimental result and certified value of the elemental 

concentration, respectively; and σe and σc are the corresponding experimental and 

certified uncertainties, respectively. Then, an experimental result in a comparison with a 

certified value is regarded as good or acceptable when the u-score value is lower than 2.  

In the case of the non-certified values in the NIST-SRM-2586, the uncertainties 

were estimated by the modified Horwitz function [16]:  
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if c < 1.2 × 10-7 

if 1.2 × 10-7 ≤ c ≤ 0.138 

if c > 0.138 

Where, c indicates the dimensionless mass ratio (for example, 1 mg/kg = 10-6). 

The results for SMELS Type I, II & III are displayed in Figures 13-15. In general, 

for most of the elements a good agreement (to within ± 5%) was obtained between the 

experimentally determined and the certified values. For two of the elements, Cs and Cu, 

the following observations can be made: a) Cs at a concentration level of 897 mg/kg was 

accurately determined via the 134mCs nuclide (half-life of 2.9h) by using the gamma-ray 

line of 127.4keV instead of an ordinary via the 134Cs nuclide with a long half-life of 

2.06y; and b) Cu at a concentration level of 3,930 mg/kg was also determined accurately 

via both the 64Cu (1345.7keV) and 66Cu (1039.2keV) radionuclides. Of course, the latter 

has a much higher sensitivity for Cu up to several mg/kg. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of the experimental results with the certified values for SMELS 

Type I. The u-score values that are shown in the Y-uncertainty bars were divided by 10. 
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Figure 14. Comparison of the experimental results with the certified values for SMELS 

Type II. The u-score values that are shown in the Y-uncertainty bars were divided by 10. 
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SMELS Type III
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Figure 15. Comparison of the experimental results with the certified values for SMELS 

Type III. The u-score values that are shown in the Y-uncertainty bars were divided by 10.

 

Figure 16. Comparison of the experimental results with the certified values for NIST-

SRM-2586. The u-score values that are shown in the Y-uncertainty bars were divided  

by 10. 
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The results for NIST-SRM-2586 (Soil) are displayed in Figure 16, and they reveal 

that for most elements the experimentally determined and the certified values are in a 

good agreement (to within ± 12 %) with each other. 

It was found that the determination of Ca by using the 47Sc nuclide produced by 

the 46Ca(n, γ)47Ca/47Sc reaction is more accurate than that using the short-lived 49Ca 

nuclide, although the detection limit in the latter is better. 

Finally, it should be noted that the u-score values shown in Figures 13-16, are 

mostly lower than 1 for SMELS Type I, II & III and lower than 2 for NIST-SRM-2586. 

 

6.  Conclusions 

Multi-element analysis using the k0-NAA method in the NAA#3 irradiation hole 

of the HANARO research reactor, by using k0-IAEA software without standards or 

reference materials, allows the user to simultaneously determine concentrations in the 

SMELS samples for 26 elements: As, Au, Br, Ce, Cl, Co, Cr, Cs, Cu, Fe, I, In, La, Mn, 

Mo, Pr, Sb, Sc, Se, Sr, Th, Tm, V, Yb, Zn and Zr; and in the soil sample for 24 elements: 

Al, As, Ba, Ca, Ce, Co, Cr, Dy, Eu, Fe, Ho, K, La, Mg, Mn, Na, Sc, Sm, Tb, Th, Ti, V, 

Yb and Zn.  

The analytical quality was very good for SMELS when considering that the u-

score values were all lower than 1 and that the deviations between the experimental 

results and the certified values were all within 5%. As for the soil sample, the analytical 

quality was also rather good with the u-scores were mostly lower than 2 and 

experimental/certified ratios were generally within 12%, except for K with the u-score of 

2.63.  
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   RCA 박사후 연수 프로그램이 2005년 5월부터 2006년 2월까지 한국원자력연구소 중성자 

 방사화분석 연구실에서 수행되었다. 본 연구범위는 계측시스템의 교정, 조사장치의 특성시험, 

 설정된 ko-NAA 절차의 검증을 포함하고 있다.  점차 일반화되고 이용이 증가하고 있는 중성

자 방사화분석을 위한 ko-표준기법은 핵자료를 실험적으로 결정한 핵적 상수로 대치하는 절대 

교정법이다. 2005년에 IAEA에서 배포한 ko-IAEA 전산코드를 이용하여 본 연구에 적용한 결

과를 나타냈다. NAA3 조사공과 감마분광시스템을 사용하였다.  
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